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o n e

FISH TRAVEL IN SCHOOLS

T
he greatest day of my life was April 19, 2008.  Early that 
morning, I became a dad for the first time.  After my wife 
endured twenty-four hours of labor, Russell Anthony 

Landis came into the world weighing in at eight pounds, nine 
ounces.  A sense of pure wonder filled the delivery room as I held 
him in my arms and looked deep into his clear blue eyes.  He 
stared attentively back at me during our sacred encounter which 
changed me forever.  I could see my face reflected in him, and he 
could see his face mirrored in mine.  I thought to myself, “What a 
good-looking kid; he looks a lot like his dad!”  No, I’m kidding.  My 
first thoughts as a father centered on the fact that I was holding a 
little miracle in my arms.  I donated some DNA to the project, but 
this was much bigger than me.  I did not string his organs together 
inside his mother’s womb.  I did not tune his eyes to match the fre-
quency of light on our planet.  Nor did I place a hunger for eternity 
and transcendence firmly inside his soul.  God did all those things, 
not me.  In that breathtaking moment, I found myself the steward 
of another human life.  What an awesome, scary, and humbling 
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responsibility!  A sense of selfless love for Russell instantly washed 
over me.  For the first time ever, I personally felt a fraction of the 
love God must feel for every human being on planet Earth.  Almost 
spontaneously, I began making commitments to my son.  I prom-
ised to provide for him.  I wanted to protect him.  I vowed to do 
everything in my power to give him life to the fullest.

Then, without warning, two nurses hurried into the hospi-
tal room and fastened an electronic ankle bracelet onto my son’s 
ankle.  “Mr. Landis,” they said, “do not take a wrong turn while 
holding your son in our hospital because we are monitoring his 
every move electronically.”  They continued, “If you go down 
the wrong hallway with Russell in your arms the entire hospital 
facility will immediately go into lockdown.”  I thought to myself, 
“Great, my kid is only two hours old and he’s already on parole.  
I have already failed as a father.”  So I had to ask them why they 
put a baby LoJack on my son.  One of the nurses explained that 
one out of every two thousand babies born in California get stolen 
from hospitals at birth.1  Now, I have read different statistics about 
this.  One source reports that baby abductions in hospitals are so 
rare that only one hundred seventeen recorded cases have taken 
place in the US since 1983.2  But the point is the same.  Despite 
the long odds, California hospitals detected a real threat and – 
because they value the life of every infant born under their care 
– now take definitive action to make sure that no baby gets lost 
on their shift.  Loosing just one kid is completely unacceptable to 
California’s hospitals.

As Jesus describes his heavenly Father in the New Testament, 
he speaks of an equally low acceptable casualty rate when it comes 
to children under his care.  I believe the list of kids God cares about 
extends to every child on the planet.  By the way, during the last 
minute spent reading this page, two hundred fifty new babies were 
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added to the list of beloved young people on planet earth.3  Despite 
the ever-growing number, God’s love stretches infinitely to behold 
each of them.  In Matthew 18:10-14, Jesus tells the parable of the 
lost sheep and makes it clear that his heavenly father is not willing 
to lose any sheep (which represent people) under his watch.  He 
tells us the story this way:

What do you think?  If a man has a hundred sheep, and one 
of them has gone astray, does he not leave the ninety-nine on 
the mountains and go in search of the one that went astray?  
As if he finds it, truly, I say to you, he rejoices over it more that 
over the ninety-nine that never went astray.  So it is not the 
will of my Father who is in heaven that one of these little ones 
should perish.

According to Jesus, then, God’s acceptable casualty rate for kids 
in America (and globally) is zero.  In my home city of San Diego 
– and I bet yours too – the math looks different than what Jesus 
lays out in this parable.  Far more students are lost than just one.  
In fact, where I live, only 10% of public middle and high school 
students have a regular or meaningful relationship with a local 
church.4  If hospitals are motivated to take definitive action with a 
much lower rate of child abductions taking place, how much more 
should God’s people be motivated to act when the vast majority 
of young people in our cities are being lost spiritually?  Let that 
question sink in.  A careful reading of Jesus’ words means that, as 
church leaders, we have to ask how willing we are to leave the 10% 
of kids in the youth group to lovingly go search for the 90% in our 
public school system.  By taking no action, we settle for a higher 
youth casualty rate than either California’s hospitals or Jesus are 
willing to accept.
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The focus on public schools for which I advocate does not 
mean that we neglect or ignore the ten (percent of ) kids who have 
already been found by Jesus.  It simply means we make going after 
lost young people a priority like Jesus does.  The ten found kids are 
already enjoying life to the fullest with the shepherd in the sheep-
fold.  They are protected and experiencing all the goodness the 
shepherd wants for them.  But there is still plenty of room in the 
sheep pen, and those outside – apart from Jesus – remain in very 
real danger.  “The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy,” 
Jesus claims. “I came that they may have life and have it abundant-
ly.”5  In Luke 19:10, Jesus goes on to describe his God-given mis-
sion by saying, “For the Son of Man came to seek and to save the 
lost.”  That is why Christ called his followers to join him:  so we can 
go after lost people together.  If our daily mission and passion dif-
fers from our master’s self-described behaviors, can we accurately 
claim to be his followers?  As Jesus himself says, “Not everyone 
who says to me ‘Lord, Lord’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, 
but the one who does the will of my father who is in heaven.”6  A 
disciple is a descriptive word for people who actively do what their 
master does.  As people of faith and congregations in the US, are 
we willing to join Jesus in the God-given mission that he recruited 
his followers to complete?  We are called to go into all the world 
and make disciples of all nations.7  In America’s public schools, the 
nations have come to us.  The question for local churches now is 
not whether we dare to cross an ocean to bring the good news to 
others.  We must simply muster the courage to cross the street.8

God the Father Has a Broken Heart

I grew up in the Mennonite tradition, a rich heritage that emphasizes 
the themes of non-violence, reconciliation, simplicity, communal 
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living, and peace-making expressed through the teachings of Jesus, 
sections of the epistles, and formulations by Anabaptist theologians.  
Many of these worthwhile ideals still shape my life and ministry 
today.  I am, for example, still registered as a conscientious objector 
to war of all types.  But I have to tell you, if someone snuck into the 
hospital and stole my kid out from under my nose on the greatest 
day of my life, I would stop at nothing to get him back.  I would 
go find some of my Baptist and Presbyterian friends who have no 
problem going to war – and who really know how to hurt – and 
we would go get my kid back at all costs.  This same passion of the 
heavenly Father drove God to send Jesus to earth.  He will not rest 
until the kids he loves are back safely in his arms. 

Let me illustrate the father’s love in a very practical way.  May 
we do a little thought experiment together?  Every summer, our 
ministry takes a hundred and fifty kids to camp at UCLA through 
our partnership with the Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA).  
Students from the inner-city get to experience life at a Division 
1 university.  They sleep in the dorms, eat in the cafeteria, play a 
sport of their choice all day, and then enjoy worship while hearing 
about Jesus in Pauley Pavilion – where the Bruins play basketball 
– every night.  It is one of the best camps I have ever witnessed.  
This exhilarating week benefits students athletically, academically, 
and spiritually.  God transforms the lives of many high school stu-
dents through this experience each summer.  For some, it is the first 
major trip they take outside of their own urban neighborhood and 
the first college campus they set foot on.

Imagine with me, though, if I take a hundred students – just 
to make the math a little easier – in several charter buses with me 
to camp.  No matter how excited teenagers and parents are to be 
away at the beginning of a week of camp (years ago I once had a 
parent ask, “Can I pay you to keep my son for two weeks instead 
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of one?”), everyone looks forward to the reunion in the parking lot 
when we return.  If I leave with a hundred kids at the beginning of 
the week, how many students do parents expect me to bring back 
when I return?  Rough estimates are fine.  The interesting thing is, 
I have to come back with a hundred students every time…and they 
have to be the exact same kids too – funny how that works!  Now 
let’s take our thought experiment one step farther.  What if I left 
with a hundred kids, came back, and got off the bus with only ten 
kids?  Those figures match the estimated statistics for youth having 
a regular church connection in my home city.  What would hap-
pen to me as a pastor?  In some neighborhoods I would get sued, 
in some zip codes they would make sure I got fired, and then some 
parents would skip all the legal stuff and straight up jump me.  
Why?  Because I lost their kid on my shift.  If fallen, flawed earthly 
parents will not tolerate a 90% casualty rate for their own children, 
what makes us think our perfect heavenly father is pleased with 
similar numbers of kids going to school but never making it to 
church or Jesus?

What I would not be able to say to earthly parents after losing 
their kid is, “The students who made it back safely had a great 
time at camp.”  This misses the problem that so many are lost.  
Yet I often hear youth pastors and church leaders making similar 
statements when evaluating the health of their own church youth 
ministries.  Statements like, “Most of the parents are feeling good 
about the youth group,” or “the kids that are coming are having a 
great time,” may not indicate that a proper measure of success has 
taken place, at least not the way Jesus defines it.  Just because the 
majority of parents and the senior pastor are happy with the youth 
ministry does not necessarily mean that the kingdom of God is 
being advanced into the next generation or that new people are 
being reached and raised up as disciples.  The higher standard and 
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the larger question becomes, “Are we joining with Jesus to seek and 
to save the lost?”  As I asked earlier, if we do not do what our master 
is dedicated to, is it accurate to call ourselves disciples?  Since that is 
what Jesus came to do, we cannot claim to be his followers unless 
we dare to do the same.  This is our shift, church.  These are his lost 
kids in our cities, communities, schools, and neighborhoods.  He 
wants them back.  When we stand face to face with God the Father, 
he is going to ask us what we did with his kids on our shift.  

It’s been said that Christianity is only one generation away 
from extinction on every continent.  Just like relay runners in an 
Olympic race, each generation must successfully pass the baton of 
faith they received during their leg.  In our nation, we witness the 
baton hitting the ground with an echo whenever parents, churches, 
and others fail to effectively pass on the gospel they themselves 
received.  

Researchers have documented the marked decline in church 
attendance and adherence to basic Christian doctrines from gen-
eration to generation in the US.  From the Baby Boomers, to 
Generation X, to Millennials, to Generation Z, interest in spiri-
tuality, social justice, and diversity have steadily increased along 
with significant disinterest in classic Christianity.  Distrust of insti-
tutionalized religion has also risen sharply.  Josh McDowell’s book 
Last Christian Generation and George Barna’s research go so far as 
to make dire predictions about the percentage of Americans who 
possess a “biblical worldview.”  Should current trends of unbelief 
and doubt continue on the same trajectory for Generation Z – as 
they have for the group’s parents and grandparents – current mid-
dle school and high school students will grow up in an increasingly 
secular – and largely post-Christian – society.9  Suffice it to say that 
we must find a way to engage the coming generation of young peo-
ple or else Christianity is headed for an accelerated decline in the 
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United States.  I am far more concerned with the spiritual well-be-
ing of young people – now and forever – than with preserving 
some form of “Christendom” in America.  Although the twilight 
of Christianity in the US would also mean the continued erosion 
of the many positive moral principles and values that accompany 
its true expressions.  Therefore, we have lots of good reasons – both 
short term and long term – to continue pointing young people to 
Jesus.

When Christians withdrawal from public education and exclu-
sively into the realms of private and home school environments, 
we may succeed at protecting children from some negative peer 
pressure and the detrimental content of certain public school cur-
riculum materials.  Nonetheless, if all the salt and light pulls out 
of the public school system, should we be surprised if we notice 
increased decay and darkness?  Despite high distrust of institu-
tional religion from Millennials and Generation Z, our ministry is 
witnessing a strong hunger for Jesus in public school students all 
over San Diego and in Mexico.  We believe that the power of love 
and the security of truth – when fully experienced and properly 
grasped – has not gone out of style.  Thanks to the life-giving prop-
erties they possess, salt and light will never become irrelevant when 
a generation actually tastes and sees that God is good!

God’s Call in Front of a Public High School

My life changed forever one afternoon in 2006 as my Nissan Xterra 
sat at a red light beside a McDonalds and across the street from 
San Diego High School.  Three thousand students go to school 
there and the majority do not have a regular or meaningful rela-
tionship with a local church.  The congregation where I served 
as youth pastor sat just eight blocks away.  Several years before, I 
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approached the football coach and asked if he would be open to 
having a team chaplain.  I explained that we could do pre-game 
meals and an optional motivational pep-talk before kick-off.  As 
a local pastor and “life coach,” I would make myself available to 
students for any life challenges that come up on and off the field.  
He responded by saying, “Sir, we were 1-9 last year.  Prayer couldn’t 
hurt!”  That year he had eighteen academically ineligible players 
on the team who could not keep a 2.0 grade point average.  I like 
to joke that it takes discipline to keep your grades that low.  You 
need an accountability partner making sure you are not turning 
assignments in, not going to class, and being rude to your teacher.

On this particular afternoon, I was getting ready to pick up 
football players for the optional pre-game meal and chapel service 
that we put on for them at a nearby church.  Suddenly, before I 
could do anything, the bell rang.  A sea of faces from every tongue, 
tribe, and nation came pouring out into the intersection.  I could 
not drive or I would have literally run some of them over.  That’s 
always a bad way to start a campus ministry – with injuries and 
hospital visits.  So I had to just sit there in my car watching all these 
faces go by.  The first thought I had at that moment brought great 
clarity to me.  It went something like this, “These kids are never 
going to accidentally stumble into the well-endowed Presbyterian 
church castle I work at down the street,” I confessed to myself.  If I 
build it, they will not come to me.  I am glad Jesus did not wait for us 
to stumble into our home in heaven on our own either.  “And the 
word became flesh,” the scriptures tell us, “and dwelt among us.”10  
As Christ followers, we need to go to students, learn their language 
and culture, and meet them on their own turf.  My second thought 
hurt to admit but flowed from the first observation.  “If I bring any 
more of these urban kids into the youth group, there will be great 
debate inside the church about whether they should be there.”   
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I had delivered on my promise to grow the youth ministry, but 
some parents privately questioned why I had to do it with those 
kids from surrounding public schools.

At that moment, I heard a still, small, inaudible but unmis-
takable voice that did not come from me.  It asked, “Who will 
go for us?  Who will reach these kids?”  Immediately I started 
to cry, raised my hand in my heart, and whispered, “Here I am 
LORD, send me.”  That night after the football chapel and game 
concluded, I went home to my wife.  We were eighteen months 
married at the time, had a mortgage, and live in the expensive land 
of Southern California.  Presbyterians do buildings and budgets 
pretty well, so with a master’s degree in Divinity, I had one of the 
few career path youth ministry jobs in the city with a solid salary, 
medical benefits, and a little retirement plan each month.  “I’ve 
got a great idea,” I told my wife.  “I’m going to quit my job and 
go after the kids that not enough people are reaching.”  I didn’t 
know what she would say, but without hesitating, she said, “I think 
that sounds fantastic sweetheart!”  “Thank you, God,” I thought to 
myself.  No Christian small group would have given her flack for 
saying, “Let’s pray more,” or “Are you sure you heard?”  She could 
have even found support for saying, “You’re hearing voices in your 
car?  Let’s make an appointment with a good Christian shrink and 
I’ll support you through the process sweetheart.”  But instead she 
was willing to risk it all and step out in faith because she could tell 
that God was up to something.  

Fishers of Men and Women

When Jesus called Peter to leave everything and follow him, he 
said, “Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men (and wom-
en).”11  I find this comforting because it says that Jesus is willing to 
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do on-the-job training.  He will make us into fishers of men and 
women if we are not yet already there.  We just have to be willing 
to leave behind what we think our lives are supposed to be about 
and what we think we are good at.  Then we let Jesus make us into 
what he had in mind when he created us.  One important step in 
following Jesus and becoming a fisher of men and women is to 
realize that fish usually travel in schools.12  (Rimshot! Thanks, I’ll 
be here all week!).  You may be groaning now but you will never 
forget this important truth that so many churches overlook.  This 
is the truth that transformed my life and ministry!  Many congre-
gations and youth pastors spend the majority of their time caring 
for caught fish in the tank instead of heading out into the oceans 
that are teeming with uncaught fish.13  That is where Jesus wants to 
take us if we dare to let him climb aboard to redirect our journey 
and calling.  We are destined for deeper waters!  Some churches 
and youth ministries actually fight over the few fish that are already 
caught and miss the millions out in the oceans.  In my home of 
San Diego County, for example, there are over 400,000 middle and 
high school students in public schools alone.  Public schools are the 
last place left in our culture where everyone gathers on a regular 
basis.  God has provided an incredible opportunity for churches if 
we can learn to love and serve students and schools well.

As mentioned earlier, “mission work” for churches does not 
always need to involve crossing the Pacific or Atlantic Oceans.  It 
can also happen by simply crossing the street and coming alongside 
a public school in meaningful ways.  Several years ago, a principal 
from Crawford High School in San Diego told a pastoral colleague 
of mine that they have one student from every country in African 
represented in their student body of approximately 1,600 kids.  In 
America’s cities, the nations have literally come to us.  As a church, 
are we willing to go to them?  This is the challenge Jesus issues to 
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the church when he calls Peter to fish differently and become the 
leader of his new movement.  

Immediately Peter left his boat to follow Jesus.  He began 
catching dead people so they could become alive again.  That type of 
fishing makes for a much more rewarding vocation than catching liv-
ing fish that die quickly because they met you.  Nothing is more exhil-
arating than watching kids in front of their friends, in a student-led 
public school club, raising their hands saying “I want Jesus in my 
life.”  That’s the best.  It can’t be beat!

This brings me to an important point in our conversation.  
I believe lost people still really are lost.  Today is it easy to find 
modern theologians, denominations, professors, and pastors who 
believe hell could not possibly exist, or that it is not forever, or that 
all people are indirectly saved from eternal punishment regardless 
of their specific beliefs and practices as long as they are “sincere” 
about them.  Unending suffering seems unjust to certain thinkers 
since people commit sin in finite time and space.  The atonement 
of Christ itself, others argue, is a barbaric and brutal act unneces-
sarily conjured up by a bloodthirsty and vengeful deity.  Yet when 
we take Jesus at his words and actions, it becomes clear from scrip-
ture that payment for sin is absolutely necessary.  Thankfully, God 
made a way for human guilt to be covered when he sent his son, as 
the perfect lamb, to take on the punishment we all justly deserve.14  
People still need others to go after them so they can be found, expe-
rience forgiveness, come to salvation, and enjoy life to the fullest 
in Christ.  

All the committees and scholars in the world can write and 
vote all they want, but they cannot change the universal pull that 
both gravity and depravity have on the human race.  Well-written 
books, articles, lectures, or opinions cannot alter our need for a 
savior.  Jesus came to Peter with the task of fishing with an urgency 
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that compelled him to “seek and save” the lost because they actually 
needed it.  We all do.  

Jesus was – and is – passionately recruiting disciples to join in 
a life and death enterprise.  Otherwise, he was a fool to go through 
all the suffering and torture he endured on the cross if everyone is 
alright to begin with.  I can hang up my sneakers now if I could 
suddenly declare – as some North American theologians have – 
that lost people no longer need saving.  Indeed, even though it 
is not up to me, making such a declaration would be much eas-
ier.  Now that I have finished a Ph.D. in Religion from Claremont 
Graduate University, I have definitely run into scholars – and 
church leaders – who want to convince me that my job as an evan-
gelist is no longer theologically necessary in the 21st Century.  My 
life certainly would require less effort if my friends who see these 
matters differently are right.  If I believe them, I would not have 
to preach hard on the weekends, raise close to a million dollars a 
year, empower young people, or equip churches to support student 
leaders on campuses.  But I don’t think that is the conclusion Jesus, 
or the scriptures, come to about the lasting hunger, enduring prob-
lem, and eternal potential built into human existence.  Holding an 
iPhone does not change this universal truth about every human.  
As people made in God’s image, we are all invaluably worth going 
after, finding, and catching in order to experience Jesus’ exhilarat-
ing new reorientation of our lives.

Whoever Gets There First Wins

Several years ago, I was at Lincoln High School setting up the lights 
for a motivational assembly our organization hosted for all soph-
omores on campus the following day.  After setting up the pre-
sentation with the principal, everyone involved looked forward to 
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getting out of class for a time of inspiration.  When I arrived to 
set up the lights with the facilities crew, however, I was surprised 
to see another group rehearsing their assembly.  They had a ban-
ner that read, “Helping Southern California People Make Healthy 
Choices.”  They had professional backdrops with video monitors 
mounted into the artistic frame which stretched across the entire 
length of the stage.  I watched as a young twenty-somethings group 
performed a well-choreographed dance routine.  I thought to 
myself, “This is compelling art, I wonder what their message is?”  
Halfway through the presentation, I found out the answer.  Two 
of the dancers got closer together while other members of the team 
ran off stage and came back carrying a big banner with one word 
written on it:  Condom.  Yes, this story is rated PG-13, but scenes 
like this happen quite often in America’s public schools.  They then 
proceeded to wrap the two dancers together in this large roll-up 
sign as their team carried the newly joined couple offstage into the 
shadows.  Meanwhile, bottles of KY Jelly lubricant appeared on 
the video monitors and shook back and forth as the two teenagers 
continued to linger backstage.  That was the school’s message for 
every freshman in my neighborhood two months into their high 
school career.  “Welcome to ninth grade,” the program non-verbally 
announced, “we know you are going to make bad decisions any-
way, so just take precautions.”  Sex is much more significant than 
biology; whether teenagers know it or not, a permanent spiritual 
bond takes place.  As my mentor Duffy Robbins says, “There are no 
condoms to protect the heart.”15  I wish this life-changing truth got 
dispensed into the lives of more young people in my community.  

Toward that end, we also had an interactive multi-media pre-
sentation prepared for all sophomores on Tuesday of that same 
week.  The group described above beat me by a grade level and 
by a day. They got to all freshman on Monday – an audience of 
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six hundred kids – before we did.  But we have a very different 
message.  “Your life is worth more than you can imagine and 
there is greatness in you that needs to be developed and set loose.  
Don’t settle for less.”  We want each young person to finish their 
story.  We know God wants to write it.  That’s the message that 
we promote in assemblies.  But whoever gets there first, wins the 
conversation.16 

As I contemplated urban ministry during my undergraduate 
years, I read a copy of Newsweek magazine with Eugene Rivers on 
the cover.  He is an inner-city pastor in Boston who, at the time, 
helped pioneer a coalition of clergy that worked alongside cops to 
curb gang violence on the streets of his community.  I later got to 
meet Reverend Rivers personally during my divinity school days 
in New England.  I still remember a part of the article where he 
recounts the first conversation he had with one of the main drug 
dealers in the neighborhood soon after Rivers moved in.  As a new 
pastor on the block, Rivers asked him why gang members and drug 
dealers were more successful than churches when it comes to cap-
turing the imaginations and loyalties of neighborhood young peo-
ple.  The seasoned drug dealer and gang member replied from his 
experience, “I’m there when Johnny goes out for a loaf of bread for 
Mama. I’m there, you’re not. I win, you lose. It’s all about being 
there.”17  That was the message this pastor got from the under-
ground economy about how they recruit students.  Incarnational 
ministry – “being there” – works whether you play for the kingdom 
of darkness or the kingdom of light.  It’s a basic law built into the 
universe of human relationships.  Whoever gets there first usually 
wins.  If a person is starving and somebody offers them junk food, 
they are going to take it because that is still far better than dying of 
hunger.  They may not have tasted the bread of life – God’s word 
and love – that satisfies the soul and does not leave you emptier and 
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more ashamed afterwards.  We will all keep trying to appease our 
appetite with other things until we meet Christ.  As Saint Augustine 
said so well, “Our hearts are restless till they rest in Thee.”18

I left that assembly program with a righteous anger boiling 
inside, saying to myself, “I want to get there first.”  I want to be 
better funded than those guys.  I want to beat the other voices in 
youth culture at their own game.  I want to get there before the 
other influencers.  I want to be more authentic, more consistent, 
more accurate, more sacrificial, more predictable, and stay longer 
than the other voices.  Kids will listen to whoever makes it there – 
and stays there – first.  And then they will usually follow whoever 
gets there first regardless of whether that voice is leading to life or 
to death.  Nothing beats the exhilaration of getting there first to 
share words of Jesus leading to resurrection life.

More Rejoicing Over One Than Ninety-Nine

I did lose a kid on my shift at camp one summer.  Our church 
was up at Forest Home, a large and beautifully expansive camp in 
the mountains near San Bernardino, California.  That week, as the 
youth pastor, I had sixty-five middle school students under my care.  
After about four hours of free time, a volunteer came running up 
to me in the cafeteria with a look of panic across her face.  “Markus 
[name changed] did not check in after free time,” she told me. “No 
one knows where he is.”  I thought to myself, “Not on my shift.”  
There’s a lot of paperwork when you lose a kid up at camp.  Plus, I 
really loved him.  So I started asking around during dinner, “When 
did you see Markus last,” “when did you see him last,” “when did you 
see him last?”  Three kids told me the same story.  “We saw him in 
the creek playing down by the river bed,” they said, “right before the 
flash flood washed through this afternoon.”  On rare occasions at 
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this camp, storms can push a surge of water down from the moun-
tains.  It overflows the banks, floods the cabins, and then subsides 
as quickly as it came.  Alarms, sirens, and flashing lights had all 
gone off that day to warn of the impending high waters.  Cabins 
got flooded and some kids spent the rest of the day wringing out 
their clothes and belongings.  So I knew these shared stories could 
definitely be true.  Immediately, we all started looking for this lost 
kid.  All of my staff put their forks and knives down and started 
canvasing the massive camp.  The entire paid camp staff put their 
utensils down and started looking.  No one filled out a spiritual gifts 
inventory to find out if they felt called to youth ministry, evange-
lism, service, the gift of helps, or search and rescue.  They just knew 
this is a life and death emergency and we had to find this kid at all 
costs.  We had to go get him and bring him back.  

I started crying.  I prayed some of my life’s most sincere prayers 
as I walked all over the camp frantically looking for him.  I knew I 
had about twenty minutes left before I had to call his mom.  Can 
you imagine that conversation?  “The kid you love and trusted me 
with, your own flesh and blood,” I would have to say, “is lost on my 
shift.”  I had no idea where he was.  As I considered this dreadful 
phone call, I got to the large bridge over the river that separates 
one section of camp from the other.  I looked right.  I looked left.  
I shouted Markus’s name and listened to it echo in the mountains.  
As I surveyed the river, I prayed to God that I would not see a 
brown hump shaped like a junior higher washed up alongside the 
bank.  But that’s exactly what was going through my mind.  The 
whole time, I was praying with all my heart.  I tried to fight back 
more tears.  I was dying inside.  Nobody answered!

Finally, I got to the center of the camp and arrived at the book-
store.  I knew I had about five minutes left before I had to call his 
mom.  Just then, the double doors of the bookstore suddenly burst 
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open and this groggy-eyed kid, Markus – the one we were looking 
for – comes staggering out.  I ran to meet him.  I could not help 
myself.

Now I’m usually an appropriate side-hug, I-love-you-but-I’m-
not-getting-sued kind of youth pastor.  But when I saw this kid 
who was possibly dead and is now alive, who was lost and now 
found, I lost all composure and I just sprinted to him.  I picked 
him up and I pulled him close. I said, “Markus, you don’t know 
how good it is to see you.”  (I think I really scared him).  “What 
happened?” I asked.  “I found a really good comic book series and 
lost track of time,” he told me.  “I have been reading in the book-
store for the last four hours.”  Now when you work with kids that 
are tempted by gangs, and drugs, and endure neighborhood homi-
cides, as long as they’re alive, it’s a good thing.  So for me, he could 
have said anything.  He could have said, “I was sampling crystal 
meth for the first time in the camp bookstore.”  I would have said, 
“Markus, I don’t support that kind of behavior but at least you’re 
still here and we can work on it together.”  There is always time to 
make a wrong decision right if you are still alive.

I was so overjoyed at having him back that I literally threw 
him onto my shoulders when we got back to the cafeteria.  When 
we entered the room together, there was more rejoicing over the 
one junior higher that was lost than over the sixty-four others that 
never needed to be found again.  It was exhilarating!  That’s what 
fishing for men and women is all about.  That’s the joy of seeing the 
lost come home again.  

The Only Hands and Feet of Jesus Today

We all have a role to play in reaching the next generation.  We 
have all received the baton of faith and it is our job to pass it on 
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to those coming after us.  The point of receiving the baton is not 
just to faithfully run your race but to pass it off to the next leg.  
Receiving the baton comes with the responsibility and privilege 
of successfully passing it forward.  That’s the point of receiving it.  
That’s what it is for.  Could you imagine a runner in the Olympics 
who receives the baton only to become captivated with how bright 
and shiny it is?  Then, how absurd would it be if the runner decides 
to keep it safely tucked into his spandex uniform so it will never 
be harmed and no one will take it away?  That would be crazy!  
The reason we receive our faith in Christ is so we can pass it on to 
those who follow after us.  Regardless of how young or old we are 
as saints, Jesus has a role for us to play.  We all have received time, 
talent, treasure, and truth.  Therefore, we all have the privilege and 
responsibility to relay them successfully to, and put them to work 
for, the next generation. 

I once heard a pastor talk about an inner-city church that kept 
getting tagged with spray paint and vandalized repeatedly.  People 
continued breaking in, damaging, and disrespecting their sacred 
space.  This left the congregation feeling understandably upset 
and violated as vandals messed with the inside and outside of the 
church.  Each time, the congregation paid for the repairs and kept 
fixing the damages as they occurred.  One week, the ultimate insult 
happened.  When the congregation arrived for mass on Sunday, 
they saw the statue of Jesus – with his arms outstretched, look-
ing over the community – standing in its usual place.  Except this 
week, the vandals had the audacity to break the hands of Jesus off 
at the wrists.  They were gone!  Who does that?  So the church held 
another business meeting with members in order to decide what 
to do.  Initially, they planned to fix everything just like they had 
previously.  But then, in the back, an older saint spoke up and said, 
“I have a better idea.”  Then she went on to describe her plan which 
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the congregation eventually accepted.  When everyone came back 
for worship the next week, they saw that Jesus was still there, his 
arms still outstretched, and his hands were still missing.  But there 
was a new plague at the base of the statue that had not been there 
before.  It read, “I have no hands but yours.”19 That’s a pretty good 
way to remember the point of going in and going out of church 
each week.  We are the only hands that Jesus has left on Earth.  If 
we don’t go out and love people, high five people, embrace people, 
give, serve, or surrender our lives, and point people to Jesus, then 
those actions will not happen.  We now are the body of Christ.  
In many cases, the only Jesus someone else will see is you or me!  
There are no hands to reach out and carry the next generation 
except us.  There are no hands now, but yours…and mine.  Let’s 
pass the baton.

God Left Us Here on Purpose

When I was in junior high, I got misplaced as a sound engineer in 
the back of a storefront church in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.  Today, 
I have great respect for the audio/visual guy who can effectively run 
the sound system without disruptions while I preach.  That was 
not me back in middle school.  I had no idea what I was doing.  I 
was “in training” and flying shotgun in the co-pilot chair while the 
main technician tried to teach me the ropes.   One morning, the 
sermon was particularly good and caught my attention as I sat back 
at the sound board.  The preacher was talking about Jesus coming 
back one day.  You may have heard a sermon like this before.  He 
got his rhythm going and I started getting into it.  He kept saying, 
“At any given moment, the trumpet might sound, the clouds might 
part, and Jesus will come back to take us all up with him.”  I was 
so into the sermon that I lost track of the fact that the reverb dial 
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– the echo knob on the sound board – was at about a nine-and-
a-half.  Usually it’s supposed to be about a one or a two.  If you 
run sound at a Pentecostal church, you can get away with having 
the dial turned up to a three or a four.  Nine-and-a-half is never 
good.  Nonetheless, this preacher kept preaching and finally said, 
“This might be your last moment before Jesus comes back and, in 
a twinkling of an eye, takes us all up to be with him.”  At that very 
moment, I kid you not, my knee accidentally hit the sound board.  
The entire storefront church heard a huge bang from above fol-
lowed by strange loud vibrations echoing throughout the room…
and everybody looked up.  The pastor stopped and looked up too.  
And eventually everyone looked back down.  Then they realized 
that the pastor was still there.  Elder John was still there too…
and rumor has it he was a regular tither.  Then in unison, they all 
turned around and starred back at me.  Suddenly they figured out 
that it was a sound engineering problem.  All I could do was shrink 
in embarrassment because I was the junior high sound boy who 
inadvertently faked the rapture on a Sunday morning.

Why do I tell you all that?  I tell you that because God has left 
us here on purpose.  If Jesus is God and the Father can send him 
back at any time he wants, he could have sent Jesus back when I 
was in junior high.  God could do it before you finish reading this 
next sentence.  He could have done it when the late radio broad-
caster Harold Camping put up thousands of billboards across the 
country incorrectly announcing that the rapture was scheduled for 
May 21, 2011.  He seemed more interested in raising large sums 
of money by predicting the rapture than he was concerned about 
spending it to care for people.20   But Jesus is all about people.  
God hasn’t sent Jesus back yet because, if he did so now, many 
people in my city and yours would be eternally separated from 
him forever.  
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Since I earned a Ph.D. in religion and ethics, people sometimes 
ask me how a loving and all-powerful God could allow tsunamis, 
divorces, mass murder, poverty, war, depression, injustice, cancer, 
human trafficking, loneliness, (Justin Timberlake concerts,) and 
other painful events instead of just coming back and fixing every-
thing now.  As tragic as some circumstances are – and as deeply as 
they break God’s heart every time – I believe he allows the sun to 
come up one more day because he is hoping more of his people 
decide to be the hands and feet of Jesus.  Who else will go out to 
love and serve a hurting world?  Who will pass the baton to one 
more person?  

To Jesus, the only pain more excruciating than all the daily 
brokenness on planet Earth, is the thought of spending eternity 
apart from the kids that he loves so desperately.  That’s why God 
allows the sun to come up again on another day before ending the 
current age and sending Jesus back.  If you and I wake up “unrap-
tured” tomorrow morning, it is because God has put us here on 
purpose.  You could be placed nearby one more person who needs 
to be loved, to experience God’s kingdom, and be brought into 
the fold of the family of God.  When that happens, there is more 
rejoicing over the one that was lost than over the ninety-nine that 
never need to be found again.


